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Abstract 

Arthur Miller was an American 

author and writer. He was a noticeable 

figure in American theater. His style had 

a strong influence on 20th century .His 

plays regularly delineate how families 

are devastated by false values. He was 

an American dramatist who firs rose to 

unmistakable quality in the years taking 

after world war II. The writing style of 

Arthur Miller can be described as full of 

suspense, symbolism, realism and array 

of hundred of linguistic.    

This study deals with the concept of 

American dream in Arthur Miller's 

Death of a salesman and All MY SONS. 

The study reviews American dream, 

biography of Arthur Miller, writing 

skills, play selected for the study, Arthur 

Miller and American theatre and literary 

works and plays of Arthur Miller. It 

discuss about Death of a salesman, the 

plot of Death of salesman, and illusion 

of the American dream in Death of 

salesman.  To study ALL MY SONS, 

Miller's dream in ALL MY SONS, father-

son conflict as useful dramatic method, 

the plot and summary of ALL MY SONS, 

and illusion of the American dream in 

ALL MY SONS.   The study reviews a 

critical estimate of Arthur Miller's 

literary works. 

Keywords: American Dream, All My 

Sons, Arthur Miller, Death of a 

salesman. 

American Dream 

 The expression "American 

dream" is utilized as a part of numerous 

ways, however, it basically is a thought 

that proposes that anybody in the US can 

succeed through diligent work and can 

possibly lead a cheerful, effective life. 

Numerous people have acquired or 

refined the 

 definition to integrate things, for 

example, flexibility, satisfaction and 

significant connections. Someone who 

figures out how to execute his or her 

form of the American dream is 

frequently supposed to be "going 

through the fantasy." This estimate has 

been liable to feedback, on the grounds 

that some individuals assume that the 

social organization of society in the US 

turned away such an optimistic objective 

for everybody. Critics regularly indicate 

illustrations of imbalance established in 

class, race, religious belief and ethnicity 

that recommend that the American 

dream is not workable for everybody. 

The American Dream has served as  a 

template for  the way we  regularly 

imagine the path  of our lifetimes. The 

criteria  of the diversion  are 
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extraordinary, as  will be  the bargain 

that is impinged on. For those willing  to 

warp down and exploit their chances, 

there is the desire of a thriving and 

satisfying life. The United States has  

long  been  represented as  a piazza that 

is known for equivalent  opportunity, 

where diligent work and aptitude can 

bring close to individual 

accomplishment and gratification, 

paying little regard to one's station in 

life. While the specifics of each one 

fantasy fluctuate from individual to 

individual, the general essentials of the 

American Dream has been essential to 

the country's personality. John Donne 

got it years prior and put it in realistic 

terms, 1"No man is an island whole of 

itself; each man is a bit of the landmass, 

a piece of the primary." And he goes 

ahead to the end to say, "Any man's 

demise reduces me, on the grounds that I 

am included in humanity. Thusly never 

send to know for whom the ringer tolls, 

it tolls for thee." I think this is the first 

test and it is important to meet it so as to 

proceed onward to the acknowledgment 

of the American Dream, the fantasy of 

men of all races, beliefs, national 

foundations, living respectively as 

siblings. Martin Luther King's acclaimed 

"I Have a Dream" discourse, conveyed  

at the 28 August  

1963 March on Washington for Jobs and 

Freedom, incorporated bits of his past 

                                                           
1Parker, S. (2015:255). Urban theory and the 

urban experience: Encountering the city. 

Routledge.+ 

sermons and talks, with chose 

articulations by other outstanding public 

figures. The King had been passing on 

material he utilized every bit a 

constituent of the "I Have a Dream" 

sermon in his different addresses and 

sermons for a long time. The last of 

King's April 1957 location "A Realistic 

Look at the Question of Progress in the 

Area of Race Relations, "imagined 

"another world," cited the melody "My 

Country 'TIS of Thee," and declared that 

he had listened "a capable speaker say in 

the no so distant past, that…  Freedom 

must run from each lot side… . Yes, let 

it echo from the snow-topped Rockies of 

Colorado… . Render it a chance to ring 

from Stone Mountain of Georgia. 

Render it a chance to ring from Lookout 

Mountain of Tennessee. Render it a 

chance to call up from each mountain 

and slope of Alabama. From each 

mountainside, let flexibility Tom 

Brokaw answered, "To me, the American 

Dream is the flexibility to decide to live 

how and where you need, to decide how 

you'll be represented and to furnish your 

youngsters with considerably a bigger 

number of decisions than you had. 

Kurt Russell accepts, “the American 

Dream has changed – now I trust its a 

wish for flexibility at no cost, a presence 

without shortage and free from judgment 

of any sort." 2 

                                                           
2 http://www.forbes.com/2007/03/21/kurt-

russell-dream-oped-cx_lr_dream 

0307_0322russell.html 
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Condoleezza Rice, said, "The 

American Dream is being managed and 

considered all alone merits." 3 

Oliver Stone tossed in his 

considerations, "The American Dream is 

a fixed, corporate-controlled fiscal 

framework, which energizes simply 

enough market compel and money 

liquidity for a newcomer to accomplish 

his vision of the American Dream – in 

spite of our Soviet-style defilement at the 

top, our maze of administrative practices 

and the grave disengagements of the 

military-mechanically complex." 

What?!4 

Ted Turner said, "The American 

Dream is fundamentally the same to the 

fantasy of individuals everywhere 

throughout the world who endeavor to 

hope for thriving and a high-utilization 

way of life, a fantasy which has ended up 

extremely troublesome if not difficult to 

maintain."5 

Donald Trump responded, “The 

American Dream is freedom, prosperity, 

peace – and liberty and justice for all.”6 

                                                           
3 

http://www.forbes.com/2007/03/29/condoleezza-

rice-dream-oped-

cx_bw_dream0307_0329rice.html 
4 http://www.forbes.com/2007/03/20/oliver-

stone-dream-oped-cx_lh_dream 

0307_0322stone.html 
5 http://www.forbes.com/2007/03/20/ted-turner-

dream-oped-cx_mf_dream 

0307_0322turner.html 
6 

https://familyactionorganization.wordpress.com/

2007/07/03/ 

The idea of the American Dream 

has been affixed to everything from 

religious opportunity for a house in 

suburbia and it has motivated feelings 

going from profound fulfillment to 

frustrated fierceness. A great number of 

outsiders and inward transients have 

moved to America, and around inside it, 

to satisfy their rendition of the American 

Dream. Be that as it may target measures 

and their own records, numerous have 

attained to achievement. A vast bit of 

different workers – overwhelming, until 

now not only from Africa – were moved 

to America, in spite of their lean and 

have been obliged to handle with a 

fantasy that was not initially theirs.   

The American Dream and 

achievement can be assessed in three 

classes, with vital regulating and 

behavioral issues. In the inaugural 

position, it can be total. For this place, 

accomplishing the American dream 

infers arriving at some edge of 

prosperity, higher than where one started 

however not so much surprise. As Bruce 

Springsteen (Bruce Frederick Joseph 

Springsteen is an American singer- 

songwriter, guitar player and 

humanitarian. He is best recognized for 

his work with his E Street Band) puts it  

"I don't believe the American 

Dream is that everybody was 

working to get….. A billion 

dollars, but it was that 

everybody was going to have 

an opportunity and the 

chance to inhabit a lifetime 
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with some decency and some 

self-worth and a prospect for 

some self respect"7 

 Second success can be relative.   

Here achieving the American Dream lies 

in becoming better off than some 

comparison point, whether one's 

childhood, people in the former land, 

one's neighbors, a character from a 

script, another race or gender – anything 

or anyone that one measure oneself 

against.   Relative success implies no 

threshold of well-being, and it may or 

may not entail continually changing the 

comparison group as one achieve a 

dedicated degree of achievement.     

Success can, instead, be 

competitive – achieving victory over 

someone else.  My success implies your 

failure.  Competitions are usually 

people, whether known and concrete.   

U.S. News and World Report in an 

article celebrating"SUCCESS!!!, The 

Chase is back in Style again," 

graphically illustrates the relationship 

among competitors in the job universe.   

An opponent may, nevertheless, be 

entirely impersonal. 8The American 

Dream did not exist until 1931, the roots 

of the phrase go back hundreds, its 

                                                           
7 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/b/br

uce_springsteen.html 

8 Jennifer L. Hochschild,(1995:1-18), Facing Up 

to the American Dream: Race, Class, and the 

Soul of the Nation, Published by Princeton 

University Press 

origins to be found well before the 

commonwealth was a country.    

Other Historians including 

Cullen and Jillson, trace its evolution to 

the spiritual and political shackles of 

the OldWorld.   The basic idea of the 

Dream arrived on the shores in the 

Seventeenth Century and a century or 

so later was formally articulated in the 

Declaration of Independence and the 

establishment.   That our station in life 

is gained rather than inherited is one of 

the foundational precepts of the 

American Dream, It is fair to say and 

that we are a meritocracy versus an 

aristocracy something in which we have 

taken particular pride.   Most, if not all 

the keyboards and concepts we 

associate with who we are as a person 

such as opportunistic, self-reliant, 

practical, resourceful, inspirational, 

optimistic, entrepreneurial, inventive, 

all are present in the scope of the 

American Dream. Although James 

Truslow Adams, a popular and populist 

historian is credited with first using the 

idiomatic expression, he obviously 

borrowed ideas from a long lineage of 

big thinkers.  Tocqueville, Whitman, 

Emerson, and Thoreau all addressed 

aspects of the Dream, notably as did 

lesser-known but unquestionable 

brilliant minds such as James Bryee and 

James Muirhead. 

Historical images, including Jafferson, 

Franklin and Lincoln, famously 

espoused elements of the  American 

Dream while Dale Carnegie.   Norman 
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Vincent Peale, and of course.  Horatio 

Alger has served as some of its loudest 

spokespeople."American Dream" in the 

vision of America's Founding Fathers. 

Ideally, these instructive assets will 

empower Americans to capture and 

admire the standards that propelled 

America's Founding Fathers to promise 

their lives, fortunes and consecrated 

respect with a specific end goal to secure 

the gifts of Liberty. Abraham Lincoln 

reflects on the conflict between slavery 

and the nature of republican government 

and expresses his faith in the 

improvement and progress and his vision 

of the American dream: that all people 

are entitled to the fruits of their own 

labor.The Dream is "the promise that all 

Americans have a reasonable chance to 

achieve success as they define it – 

material or otherwise – through their 

own efforts and to attain virtue and 

fulfillment through success," she suggest 

brilliantly constructed ideology but one 

that is deeply flawed when put into 

actual practice.  The American Dream  

can also be considered as a predominant 

motif in our civil religion or, perhaps our 

civil religion itself.   Any nation's civil 

religion "has  integrity and it own 

earnestness and demands the same 

care is interpreted that whatever other 

religion does," RobertBellah states, 

something that certainly implies to the 

American Dream.9In his book American 

                                                           
9 Jim Cullen,(2003:1-10),The American Dream: 

A Short History of an Idea that Shaped a 

Dream: A Short History of an Idea That 

Shaped a Nation (2003),  

Jim Cullen examines the complexities of 

the concept known as the American 

dream and suggests that although at the 

very core of ‘the dream’ lies the belief 

that with effort, things can be different 

and better and that there are multiple 

American dreams behind the singular 

phrase.10 

Cullen explains: 

The Dream also involves 

acknowledging another important 

reality: that beyond an abstract belief in 

possibility, there is no one American 

Dream. Instead there are many American 

Dreams, their appeal simultaneously 

resting on their variety and their 

specificity…Sometimes “better and 

richer and fuller” is defined in terms of 

money-in the contemporary United 

States, one could almost believe this is 

the only definition-but there are others 

Interestingly enough, as Cullen discusses 

that we are a nation comprised of 

American dreams he comes to the 

conclusion that the multiple “dreams” 

are ultimately united by the timeless 

ideas of personal freedom, self-reliance, 

and individualism. Cullen writes: 

However variegated its applications—

which include the freedom to commit as 

                                                                                
Nation By Jim Cullen, 2003, Oxford University 

Press 

10 Cullen, Jim(2003:311). The American Dream: 

A Short History of an Idea That Shaped a 

Nation. Oxford, New York: Oxford UP. 
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well as freedom from commitment-all 

notions of freedom rest on a sense of 

agency, the idea that individuals have 

control over the course of their lives. 

Agency, in turn, lies at the core of the 

American dream; the bedrock premise 

upon which all else depends…the Dream 

assumes that one can advance 

confidently in the direction of one’s 

dream to live out an imagined life. 11 

Biography Of Arthur Miller 

Arthur Asher Miller was an 

American writer and writer. He was a 

noticeable figure in American theater, 

the composition shows that incorporate 

honors, winning plays, for example, All 

My Sons, Death of a Salesman, and The 

Crucible. Arthur Miller has been 

regularly in people in general eye, 

especially amid the late 1940s, 1950s 

and early 1960s, a period amid which he 

affirmed before the House Un-American 

Activities Committee, got the Pulitzer 

Prize for Drama, and was hitched to 

Marilyn Monroe.  Arthur Miller was 

born on October 17, 1915, in New York 

City, the child of Isidore and Augusta 

Miller. His dad lost his riches amid the 

Great Depression of the 1920s and the 

family, in the same fashion as other 

others, endured monetary hardship and 

couldn't resist to charge him to school. 

Arthur Miller labored for a long time in 

an auto parts distribution center, winning 

                                                           
11 Fahey, William,(1973:119) A. F. Scott 

Fitzgerald: And the American Dream. New 

York: Crowell. 

enough cash to travel to the University 

of Michigan in 1934, where he mulled 

over history and fiscal topics. He 

graduated from there in 1938.In the 

wake of graduating in English in 1938, 

Miller came back to New York. On that 

point he linked up the Federal Theater 

Project, and composed scripts for radio 

projects, for example, Columbia 

Workshop (CBS) and Cavalcade of 

America (NBC). As a effect of football 

harm, he was omitted from the drawing. 

In 1940 Miller married a Catholic young 

lady, Mary Slattery, his school 

sweetheart, with whom he bore two 

children. Arthur Miller's first play to 

prove up along Broadway was The Man 

Who Had All the Luck (1944). It closes 

after four exhibitions. Later on three 

years created All My Sons was around a 

production line manager who offers 

broken airplane parts amid World War 

II. It won the New York Drama Critics 

Circle recompense and two Tony 

Awards. In 1944 Miller visited Army 

camps to gather foundation material for 

the screenplay The Story of G.I. Joe 

(1945). Arthur Miller's first novel, 

FOCUS (1945), was about against 

Semitism. Arthur Miller's plays regularly 

delineate how families are devastated by 

false values. Particularly his soonest 

endeavors demonstrate his appreciation 

for the established Greek writers."When 

I started to keep in touch with," he said 

in a meeting, "one accepted inescapably 

that one was in the standard that started 

with Aeschylus and experienced just 
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about twenty-five hundred years of 

playwriting."In the 1940s and 1950s, in 

view of his Jewish confidence and his 

liberal political positions, Miller was all 

that much included in contemporary 

verbal confrontations that reprimanded 

the inadequacies of present day 

American culture, particularly those 

managing disparities in the procedure of 

childbirth and race. It was additionally 

these political ranges that were regarded 

as suspicious by Joseph McCarthy and 

his acquaintances, who tried to uncover 

and delete Communism in America. 

Mill's operator's relationship with 

individuals and associations focused via 

the McCarthy's House Committee on 

Un-American Activities hardened his 

faith in the wrongs of visually impaired 

mistreatment (while there may have 

been Communists who were terrible 

individuals and a danger to America, this 

did not mean that all Communists were 

similar and represented a risk to the 

American lifestyle). 

Death of a Salesman brought 

Miller universal notoriety, and change 

state into one of the important 

achievements of modern American 

theater. It concerns the unfortunate tale 

of a Salesman  named Willy Loman, 

whose over a significant time span are 

blended in expressionistic scenes. 

Loman is not the huge achievement that 

he claims to be to his family and 

associates. The after war financial blast 

has shaken up his spirit. He is in the long 

run given the sack and he begins to 

fantasize about huge occasions from his 

past. Linda, his wife, has confidence in 

the American Dream; however, she 

additionally keeps her feet along the 

earth. Concluding that he is worth more 

dead than alive, Willy slaughters himself 

in his auto – trusting that the protection 

cash will help his kin and his child Biff 

could get another begins with his spirit. 

Commentators have differed whether his 

suicide is a demonstration of narcissism 

or a keep going to give up on the 

sacrificial stone of the American 

Dream.In his single spirit, Miller 

wedded Mary Grace Slattery in 1940; in 

1956 they were separated. In June 1956 

he wedded Marilyn Monroe, the 

celebrated performer, and their marriage 

ended in 1961. Monroe in this manner 

conferred suicide. In 1962, Miller 

wedded to Ingeborg Morath, a 

photojournalist. He had four kids, two 

each from his first and third relational 

unions.  

Illusion of the American Dream in 

“Death of Salesman”  

 The American Dream is the most 

typical means of pressing out the hopes 

of human beings in America, in 

conformity with the "Death of 

Salesman" the best example is Willy 

Lomans dream, wherein he had certain 

illusions or in other words vision.   

Basically What is the American Dream? 

The American Dream is defined as "the 

perfect by which correspondence of 

chance is accessible to any American, 

permitting the most elevated yearnings 
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and objectives to be accomplished."   

Those people or someone who put effort 

will bring wealth and freedom.  Equally 

in the drama Biff shared illusion of the 

American Dream of the yearnings and 

accomplishment of objective by Willy 

Loman.   Granting to the  drama the 

dream what Willy Loman was creating 

his sons could not have.   With the 

Flashbacks Willy Loman was going 

inward and out. 

 The Honorable Leonard Boswell 

once said, "The American Dream is one 

of achievement, home possession, school 

instruction for one's kids and hold a safe 

occupation to apply these and different 

targets". With the end goal this should 

be exact, the administration needs to 

make it workable for these objectives to 

act away. Entirely through the vast 

majority of history, there have been 

times when the banks and private money 

related part made it exceptionally tough 

to procure home proprietorship, while at 

different times, the legislature made it a 

lot simpler to start a credit through 

loaning. Sadly, everything that has taken 

place in the past is the affair that brought 

this country to the circumstance that it is 

currently confronting. It has not 

generally been anything but difficult to 

beat this fantasy, however, there are 

numerous individuals that are resolved 

to have this approval from heaven for 

themselves and their crew. The 

government is striving to alter the larger 

percentage of the money related errors 

that have been built earlier, and allowing 

people to have homes and satisfy the 

American Dream. Home position is the  

principal mark of financial steadiness in 

this land and has turned into the belief 

system for some families in the nation. 

For some people, nevertheless, the 

solution required is whether they ought 

to strive to reach the apparent American 

dream.12 

 Willy's Desire to Show Success 

Willy can get cash from Charley when 

he loses his compensation yet can't take 

an occupation from him. Indeed, in the 

pas Willy misrepresents the amount of 

cash he makes out and about and the 

companions he has. His need to be 

preferred is so satisfying, he lies about 

everything. He would sort of murder 

himself to try to proceed with Biff's 

journey for the Dream (whether Biff 

needs it or not) than change his 

direction. Closing The American Dream 

is to a greater extent a dream than a 

reality In Death of a Salesman, America, 

regularly considered 'the place that i 

known for fresh new chances', has 

fizzled Willy. The death of a Salesman 

gives diverse experiences and distinctive 

implications to the American long for 

achievement and proves what can bump 

when the illusion is false, twisted or 

unfulfilled. 

                                                           
12 Dame, Abigail(2010:2118), "The American 

Dream Turns into Reality: Home Ownership in 

America" . Honors Theses, 

http://scholarworks.wmich.edu/honors_theses 
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 As the plays illustrate, in any 

case, such purity is a deception, a bogus 

vision of security and respectability that 

can't be accomplished in a world that 

exist "after the fall."  Nevertheless, 

Miller's characters keep on seeking it, 

and the inconspicuous strengths in every 

play reveal their individual methods – 

pursuing the American dream, covering 

offensive truths that debilitate their 

fanciful blamelessness, neglecting to 

acknowledge the past and proceed 

onward, and declining to expect 

obligation regarding harming other 

individuals. As we read or watch the 

characters battling childishly, we see our 

own weaknesses reflected Anyway by 

investigating the ramifications of their 

activities, we understand the risks of 

attempting to attain to honesty and the 

need to take our spot in a world in which 

we are joined with others. Willy Loman 

is attracted to the enticing guarantees of 

the mythic dream generally as Macbeth 

is enchanted by the predictions of "the 

irregular sisters."  Allusions to such 

Amiran figures as Edison, Goodyear, 

Dale Carnegie, and J.P. Morgan pepper 

the dialog. Nonetheless, it is all the more 

Willy's personal influences, the men 

who most formed his creative ability, 

that bring the American Dream Alive. 

The men propose such archetypes of 

American myth as the pioneer, the tough 

maverick and the independent man13 

                                                           
13 Brater, Enoch, (2005:35:38). Arthur Miller's 

America: theater & culture in a time of change. 

Miller’s Drama Tragedy in All My 

Sons 

The seed of the story originated from a 

real life event. Arthur Miller had found 

out about a tank parts maker in the 

Midwest that sent broken parts to the 

Army, bringing on the passing of a few 

tank crewmembers. In a 1969 meeting 

with Robert Martin, Miller uncovers a 

few insights about the associations 

between the genuine episode and the 

item he made: "There wasn't a child 

included however the girl of a maker in 

the United States who handed him over 

amid the war. I never knew the general 

population included, and it worked out 

that it wasn't a little girl, however a child 

in my play. All I knew was exactly what 

I let you know, this had occurred in the 

Middle West" . The area of the episode 

was noteworthy to Miller, who construed 

that on the off chance that it "could 

occur in the independent Midwest its 

allure may be general" (Hutchens 4). 

While generalizations make it simple to 

discount the activities of New Yorkers or 

Californians as cases of the 

extraordinary, it is more hard to 

disregard such conduct from the 

apparently grounded society of 

America's Heartland.  

 The district eliminates an simple 

expulsion on the premise of radical or 

reactionary thought, and indicates a 

more systemic issue. Both the curiosity 

                                                                                
University of Michigan Press 
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and the appropriateness of Miller's 

setting for All My Sons is its quiet, 

ordinary area. Since the setting appeared 

to Miller like it would reverberate, the 

test was then to make characters that 

would be accepted by post-war 

theatergoers. Arthur Miller's encounters 

while chipping away at different 

undertakings helped him with his 

advancement of the characters of All My 

Sons. While investigating for The Story 

of G.I Joe, a screenplay for which he 

would compose the underlying draft 

before choosing to leave the venture, 

Miller chatted with troops to help 

comprehend their involvement in 

wartime and in addition peace time. 

Bigsby writes of Miller’s discovery: In 

1944, Miller considered the destiny of 

the individuals who might come back 

from the war and  re-enter a world 

whose qualities would be generally not 

quite the same as those  operative 

in fight. Those arranged to set out their 

lives for a cause as well as  more 

specifically for each other would get 

themselves . . . in a general public that 

 privileged the person, that 

lectured  the ethics of rivalry, that 

substituted  the material for the 

otherworldly or say realism as a 

statement of idealistic qualities.14 

Arthur Miller's' discernments would 

give him the foundation for Chris' 

                                                           
14 Bigsby, Christopher.(2000: vi-

xxvi.)“Introduction.” All My Sons. Arthur Miller. 

New York: Penguin 

character, including the fault and unease 

he feels about returning to another auto 

and another refrigerator, while he got out 

so a heavy bit of his "kin" dead on the 

battle zone. He returns to a home where 

family and neighbors "seem to have put 

vision aside for a post-war calm 

mindedness". The solidarity and close 

familial securities that were formed with 

his unit seemed to scatter.  

 Those bonds, or the shortage in 

that division, gave the topical focal point 

of this script. Process administrator 

expected to research the possibility of 

"relatedness" in general society eye 

through All My Sons. The play takes a 

gander at the contemplations of good 

obligation and responsibility to society. 

Process administrator wrote in the 

introduction to his Collected Plays. The 

post which All My Sons lays assault to is 

the stronghold of insignificance. It is a 

confirmation less of a moral quality to 

the extent great and awful, however of a 

moral world's in actuality such in light of 

the way that men can't leave beyond any 

doubt of their deeds. In this sense Joe 

Keller is a risk to society and in this 

sense the  play is a social play. Its 

"socialness" does not abide in its having 

overseen  the wrong doing of 

pitching imperfect materials to a nation 

at war . . . . It is that the wrongdoing is 

seen as having roots in a particular 

relationship of the individual to 

 society, . . . which, if 

overpowering, can mean a wild nearness 
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for each one of us regardless of how 

high our structures take off. 15 

Figuratively speaking, All My Sons was 

a movement in specialist of the Realistic 

association. Discussing the more fluid 

sort of Salesman, Miller commented, 

"I've for the most part been unstable 

with naturalism before a group of 

people. Regardless, I knew I expected to 

expert naturalism before I had a go at 

whatever else. ALL ONE OF  My Sons 

was in that class".16 

"It is not really conceivable," Driver 

cases, "to peruse Miller without being 

awed with his yearning to see and report 

life sensibly". In any case, Miller's 

"naturalism" on account of All My Sons, 

was not the "cut of-life" approach of the 

Naturalist writers. It was all the more 

nearly connected with the Realism of 

Ibsen and Strindberg than with Zola. 

Arthur Miller himself removed his work 

from Naturalism in a 1980 meeting with 

V. Rajakrishnan:  

Naturalism to me has an 

exceptionally solid importance. It is an 

endeavor to convey on to the stage a 

photo of life uninterpreted, beyond what 

                                                           
15 Martin, Robert A.(1969:310:317) “The 

Creative Experience of Arthur Miller.” 

Educational Theatre Journal. Johns Hopkins UP. 

Vol. 21, No. 3 

16 Schumach, Murray. (1987:6:8) “Arthur Miller 

Grew in Brooklyn.” Conversations with Arthur 

Miller. Matthew C. Roudané, ed. Jackson: UP of 

Mississippi 

many would consider possible, by the 

craftsman's unmistakable hand; just as 

one ought to feel one were quite. All 

things considered, I don't trust in that; 

indeed, I am altogether restricted to that. 

It is a lie in any case. In the theater one 

can't be"really" anyplace however in the 

theater. One is in the theater confronting 

performers. It is not the occupation of 

the theater to repeat life; it is to decipher 

life. 

 All My Sons is Miller's first 

Broadway hit and it's the forerunner of 

his resulting deals with Broadway as far 

as his own topics and sensational 

methods. It has included such topics as 

father-child strife, blame of fathers, 

struggle between the social and 

 the individual, a man's close to home 

honesty, survival and social obligation, 

an ethical emergency, individual and 

family pride, quest for the fantasy of 

accomplishment as a customary 

catastrophe, and in addition a family and 

a social play. Concerning systems, as a 

matter of first importance, the "Ibsene 

sque" technique for how to 

sensationalize what has gone before is 

notable: "a feasible disclosing of the 

complexity amongst over a wide span of 

time, and a consciousness of the 

procedure by which the present has 

moved toward becoming what it is."  

Second, the scriptural story of Cain and 

Abel from the Old Testament permits the 

play to mask itself as a current 

adaptation of an ethical quality play on 
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"fraternity." Third, Oedipus' murder of 

his dad in Oedipus Rex 3 issued 

typically to put the play in the Western 

custom of show. Contemplating every 

one of these components, this paper is an 

outline of All My Sons composed more 

than fifty years back, and concentrates a 

portion of the comprehensiveness the 

play embraces.17 

Father-Son Conflict as Useful 

Dramatic Method 

There is no denying that the father-

child strife is an old and furthermore 

new topic in writing. Really, there are 

various scholarly works managing the 

topic, similar to the Greek catastrophe, 

Oedipus Rex and some other current 

dramatizations. The connection amongst 

father and child in writing goes up 

against mental quality similarly as 

clarified in Freud's "Oedipus complex." 

It as a rule appears as the child's 

challenge or insubordination to his dad 

or that of the contention simply like an 

era hole. The central motivation behind 

why the topic of the father-child strife is 

frequently taken up in scholarly pieces is 

that, generally, the father has quite often 

been the focal point of the family and 

has, along these lines, immensely 

affected the child's method for living or 

considering.  

I think now it was a result of the father 

and strife, however something more. It is 

continually testing past its specific 

                                                           
17 Miller, Arthur(1987:115). Timebends. New 

York: Grove Press 

scenes and characters for the concealed 

laws, for where the divine beings 

ruminate and choose, for the stone 

whereupon one may remain without 

hallucination, a liberated individual. 

However the characters seem freed from 

any precise causation. The connection 

between the father and the child in 

Miller's plays holds a typical example. 

Normally two siblings are young people 

and their dad adores them in particular. 

The siblings additionally adore their dad, 

however the more seasoned one, 

especially, is a romantic and the more 

youthful one a realist. Furthermore, 

when he turns out to society to discover 

the father's hostile to social disposition 

and deeds, or blames and errors in his 

method for living and considering, he 

turns out to b embarrassed to the point 

that he revolts, changes his state of mind 

toward him and even censures him. The 

father-child strife is likewise a 

significant successful sensational 

method as in it imparts an all around 

adjusted strain and makes a peak in the 

entire play. More than whatever else, it 

has favorable position to draw in the 

crowd's consideration regarding the play 

on the stage. Along these lines, we can 

state that Miller's dad child strife is a 

helpful romantic technique as far as 

substance. 

Similarities between Death of 

Salesman and All My Sons 

 Arthur Miller has been a standout 

amongst the most famous American 

writers ever. He was an observable 
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figure in American theatre and a 

noteworthy number of his plays are 

considered works of art. The two 

profoundly fruitful plays of Arthur 

Miller, All My Sons (1947) and Death of 

a Salesman (1949) have been every now 

and again described as "unforgettable"," 

Shattering," "Devasting" 

"overwhelming," "poignant," however, 

commentators have seldom considered 

them, as I propose to do, as cases of one 

of the most seasoned and most regarded 

of artistic structures – emotional disaster. 

Nor is this approach a novel basic 

obsession. The Plays themselves have in 

them certain elements which request that 

they be judged as studies in the appalling 

mode – that is to state, as something 

more, than sensible proliferations, 

however looking, of a gloomier side of 

present day American Life and Miller 

himself was composed a casual basic 

declaration, propounding his own 

specific hypothesis of catastrophe and 

asking that his plays be alluded to it. To 

neglect to do as such is to victimize the 

plays of the planned and I think basic 

importance. 

 One of his most acclaimed plays, 

the discriminatingly acclaimed Death of 

a Salesman, is considered by numerous 

commentators to be one of the best 

representation of the American Dream in 

American theatre. Brenda Murphy 

broadcasts that the play is maybe the 

best emotional work of an American 

(Murphy, Death of a Salesman 3) what's 

more, with this play, Miller made  

"An assault on a portion of the 

fundamental estimations of American 

business society" (Murphy, Arthur 

Miller 3). The American Dream lies at 

the heart of the play and serves as a 

basic topic. Be that as it may, the way 

that Willy Loman speaks to the 

American Dream may likewise 

recommend that his thought may be 

naturally narcissistic. All My sons and 

Death of a Salesman are plays that 

arrangement with family connections 

and investigate an extensive variety of 

subjects. Make a scripted discussion in 

which key characters create and 

investigate these associations between 

writings.  

In any case, before examining 

Miller's perspectives of disaster one 

must reevaluate the customary view, 

initially planned by Aristotle and his 

commentators, which Miller has 

adjusted and reinterpreted. In the 

exceptionally broadest terms, then the 

Aristotelian customs characterized 

disaster as the impersonation in 

recommending the sensational type of a 

genuine, finish human activity, of 

sufficiently extraordinary significance to 

be deserving of portrayal, which will hit 

the crowd with pity and dread, two 

feelings far expelled from nostalgic 

tears. The saint of such piece must be 

neither superbly high minded nor totally 

base but instead a man, extraordinary yet 

human catastrophic unsteady, who is 

predetermined to endure in light of the 

destiny of his inwards character and a 
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arrangement of occasions in the outward 

world. All He should never pass on 

oblivious of the conditions of his fall; 

eventually over the span of the activity, 

generally just before his demise, he 

should experience the excruciating 

procedure of disclosure or disclosure 

through which he will come to 

comprehend the purposes behind and the 

significance of his part and in this 

manner may make the supposed "sad 

compromise" with life. 

 The word "Tragedy" is in like 

manner utilization in day to day 

existence. The word tragedy itself was 

authored by the old Greeks who first put 

these critical inquiries concerning human 

enduring on people in general stage just 

about 2500 years back in fair Athens, a 

non-Christian culture. Deciphered 

actually the word signifies 'goat song' 

which may allude to the prize granted to 

the dramatist whose play took first prize 

in the yearly rivalry. 

The classical definition comes from 

Aristotle: 

"A tragedy is the impersonation of an 

activity that is not kidding and 

furthermore, as having size, finish in 

itself; in fitting and pleasurable 

language;... in a sensational as  

opposed to account shape; with 

occurrences exciting compassion and 

fear, where with to fulfill a purification 

of these feelings." Aristotle."Purgation" 

infers that tragedy cleanses, evacuates, 

or unclogs negative emotions, for 

example, pity and dread that 

development inside the human soul. Be 

that as it may, the word catharsis can 

additionally be interpreted as 

"purification," inferring that by one 

means or another tragedy 

decontaminates pity and dread, 

transforms them into something sound or 

great. Purgation can likewise signify 

"distillation," the feeling that filtering 

something includes packing it into a 

more powerful shape. Some way or 

another tragedy takes all these adverse 

emotions individuals feel and heightens 

them. Contingent on how you decipher 

that solitary word, the reason and 

meaning of tragedy fluctuates 

extraordinarily. 

The Critic Raymond Williams 

composed that to limit the term tragedy 

just to writing, as some abstract 

commentators have tried to do, is to 

deny to genuine occasions the 

understanding which deplorable show 

can present on them. All through history 

one of the parts of tragedy has been to 

give a method for comprehension our 

genuine lives through anecdotal 

representation. Tragedy is not only a 

masterful work out, but rather a method 

for elevating and understanding 

enduring. Therefore a few people 

recommend tragedy is a class unsuited to 

Christian social orders in which human 

enduring is found with regards to God 

and existence in the wake of death 

 The primary part of tragedy is the 

lamentable legend. In customary Greek 

dramatization, the saint must be some 
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person of incredible social significance - 

a sovereign or ruler or legend far 

expelled from the regular Joe in the city. 

The appalling saint must be somebody 

essentially affable; he needed to have 

qualities that the gathering of people 

appreciated. Regularly, it is this same 

praiseworthy quality that causes the 

saint's destruction. For instance, we 

admire Macbeth at first for his aspiring, 

go-get-them mentality. His up-and-at-

them logic takes Macbeth to brilliant 

statures in the military. Nonetheless, a 

similar characteristic causes his moral 

furthermore, political self-obliteration 

when the plots to murder his master 

ruler. Similarly, we may respect the 

enthusiasm in Romeo and Juliet's young 

sentiment, however that same 

powerlessness to live separated 

outcomes in their chaotic twofold 

suicide. We appreciate Brutus for his 

devoted sympathy toward Rome, 

however it is that same love of nation 

that leads him into selling out his closest 

companion. Sooner or later, the saint 

tumbles from eminence. His own 

particular hubris, his own longing to 

reach past what is conceivable, 

guarantees such a fall.18 

The amicable hypothesis of the tragedy, 

was firstly expressed in the treatise 

"Poetics" (composed between 336 — 

332) by Aristotle. Expressing history 

                                                           
18 Barbour, James and Robert Sattelmeyer. 

(1975:455)"Baseball and Baseball Talk in The 

Old Man and the Sea." FHA. 

showing up of tragedy from a dithyramb, 

Aristotle characterizes tragedy in its 

completed frame as "impersonation 

activity essential and wrapped up, a 

specific size, by method for discourse, in 

each of the parts differently beautified, 

by method for activity, and making by 

method for dread and sympathy 

illumination (purification) of 

comparative interests". This definition 

settling an issue of embodiment of 

tragedy divulgence of its definitive 

objectives, its creative impact, which 

esteem—moral filled in as a subject of 

the broad remarks talking about, stylish 

or obsessive — has a purge, and got to 

be distinctly one of dubious purposes of 

the hypothesis of tragedy in a common 

feel. 

 As indicated by Aristotle, Fear 

and sympathy, being the pith of tragedy 

shouldn't be raised by outer  effects, yet 

take after from correspondence of 

activity of the tragedy. These sentiments 

are brought about by an enthusiasm 

appear—"activities excruciating and 

damaging". Energy is curious to awful 

fiction; it is indivisible with unfortunate 

activity. The dread and sympathy 

characterize state of the grievous saint. 

The legend of tragedy there can't be an 

idealistic individual since goodness 

move is lamentably confounded by the 

observer with bliss.  

The appalling saint shouldn't be either 

idealistic, or horrible; it needs to fall in 

the evilness on any wrongdoing 

furthermore of it, prior he ought to be 
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extraordinary in the high regard and 

satisfaction.19 

 Disclosure of the tragedy 

shouldn't grant uprightness and rebuff 

deformity—it needs to speak to 

undeserved, yet dispassionately 

advocated passing of the legend took 

after from the progression of the 

occasions. Tragedy needs to create one 

completed activity, shaping the 

intelligent entirety.  

Every one of these arrangements 

of Aristotle emerged as supervision and 

blend of the live inventive experience of 

the Greek Tragedy yet in the time of 

Renaissance they were caught as laws of 

a standard style and experienced 

numerous understandings and sit still 

talks. At the early strides the 

advancement of the hypothesis of 

tragedy in average society went just in 

regard of elucidations of "Poetics" of 

Aristotle. Stylish thought about the 

youthful bourgeoisie snatched antique 

examples with respect to the weapon in 

battle against the medieval culture. The 

first tragedy of the Renaissance which 

was vitally developing from medieval 

theater — Marlowe's and Shakespeare's 

tragedy — was overlooked by scholars, 

dismisses as an additional stylish, 

primitive shape. Shakespeare's tragedy 

emerged without hypothetical 

preconditions, independent from anyone 

                                                           
19 Biles, J. I.(1965:511) The Aristotelian 

Structure of A Farewell to Arms. Atlanta: 

Georgia State College 

else, giving an ample material for the 

new hypothetical speculations and 

conclusions.20 

 Tragedy as the class was 

competent with an uncommon drive and 

profundity to epitomize all crashes of 

battle for the eventual fate of human 

culture, to open prospects of 

extraordinary triumphs through the 

different thrashings, isolate misfortunes 

— in the writing of the communist 

authenticity it can be ascended to an 

obscure stature. The tragedy is the 

serious word loaded with sadness. It 

bears in itself an icy impression of death; 

a cold breath blows from it. Be that as it 

may, similarly as light and shadows of a 

decrease make the articles self-evident; 

the cognizance of death powers the 

individual to persevere through more 

forcefully all appeal and the severity, all 

delight and multifaceted nature of life. 

What's more, when the passing is close, 

in this "limit" circumstance all paints of 

the world, its stylish riches, its exotic 

appeal, significance periodic are all the 

more brilliantly obvious, reality and 

falseness, the great and abhorrence, the 

feeling of human presence seem all the 

more particularly. The tragedy–always 

the hopeful tragedy, even demise in it 

serves to life.  

                                                           
20 Aldridge, John W. (1953, 311-20)."Aboiit 

Ernest Hemingv/ay." Rev. of The Old Man and 

the Sea, by Ernest Hemingway. VQR,  

29  
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1. the demise or overwhelming 

sufferings of the identity;  

2.  the hopelessness of 

misfortune to individuals;  

3. the most astounding issues of 

life, the social significance of the 

presence of the 

    individual;  

4. action of appalling character in 

connection to conditions;  

5. thoughtfully wise condition of 

peace;  

6. generally, briefly insoluble 

inconsistencies; 

7. sad, encapsulated in 

workmanship, has clearing effect on 

individuals. 

Tolerating these benchmarks, 

moderns essayists have guaranteed that 

catastrophe can never again be 

composed and, without a doubt, just 

incompletely comprehended on the 

grounds that the one total necessity, a 

faith in the poise of man, is no longer 

conceivable. The reasons typically given 

for this decrease require not concern, 

just the final product: if man does not 

have confidence in a requested universe 

he can't dole out himself a settled place; 

if the has no confidence in himself, he 

can't reverberate Hamlet's portrayal of 

man "in real life how life a holy 

messenger in dread how life a divine 

being!" 21 

                                                           
21 Fiet, L. A. (1976:61:74). " The Tragic Fallacy" 

Revisited. Journal of Aesthetic Education, 10(1) 

Arthur Miller's plays delineate the 

human propensity of self-

misdirection, treachery and blame 

which prompts to the disintegration 

and the fall of human qualities. The 

power of  these components may 

differ however they gone through 

the majority of his plays. In All My 

Sons, Joe, a narrow minded 

specialist, with a specific end goal 

to spare his business from destroy, 

supplies damaged barrel heads to 

the American Air Force which 

brings about the passing of 21 

warrior plane pilots. Joe makes up 

for his wrongdoing by submitting 

suicide. In Death of Salesman, the 

focal subject is the fall of dreams 

and bogus nature of hero which 

realize his own particular demolish 

as well as that of his family. The 

play likewise demonstrates the 

repudiating sentiments of self-

double dealing, disloyalty and 

blame which speed Willy to his 

destruction. As per Miller, the 

American Dream makes false trusts 

that avoid individuals from being 

glad for what they have fulfilled to 

improve their lives than they would 

be somewhere else, and in the long 

run fizzle at accomplishing 

anything.  

 Guilt is essentially a prosocial 

conduct since it fortifies 

interpersonal connections. It is a 

sort of remorseful, repentant, 

agonizing, and aversive feeling 
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stimulated by one's own behavior or 

inactions. Guilt is unique in relation 

to lament in that guilt is more 

identified with interpersonal 

damage while lament is more 

identified with intrapersonal hurt. 

Guilt is typically identified with and 

is operationalized as the 

acknowledgment of obligation 

regarding hurt. Guilt has for quite 

some time been identified with 

prosaically conduct. Individuals 

tend to utilize philanthropic means 

when under the worry of guilt. 22 

 Under the weight of being guilty, 

one uses self-deception which is 

one of the famous escape 

techniques that individuals use to 

keep themselves from feeling 

remorseful while in a similar time 

permitting themselves to escape 

from something that they would 

prefer not to confront.  Self-

deception includes a visually 

impaired or unexamined 

acknowledgment of a conviction  

that can without much of a stretch 

be viewed as "spurious" if the 

individual were to investigate the 

conviction unbiasedly or from the 

point of view of the summed up 

other. 23   Utilizing 

self-deception as a way to escape 

guilt, brings about creating a hover 

                                                           
22 Bigsby, C. W. E. (2005;311). Arthur Miller: a 

critical study. Cambridge University Press. 
23 Bloom, H. (Ed.). (2007:115). Arthur Miller's 

Death of a salesman. Chelsea House Pub. 

of betrayal. The impacts of betrayal 

incorporate stun, misfortune and 

sorrow, harmed self-regard, self-

uncertainty, and outrage. Not 

infrequently, they create life-

adjusting changes. The impacts of a 

cataclysmic betrayal are most 

important for anxiety disorders.24 

This review, be that as it may, 

endeavors to explore how guilt, self-

deception and betrayal work in two plays 

by Arthur Miller, and how the heroes 

attempt to conceal their deeds, which 

bring about making their lives 

unacceptable. The issue of these 

components is one of the significant 

topics Miller managed in his plays.  

 At the contemplative period of 

life, Keller understands the vacancy of 

his prosperity. The  seeds of deceptive 

means he has sowed in the past have 

brought him sharp reap and sore natural 

products. The hero is an agent kind of 

the character who has survived the 

Depression and notwithstanding an 

absence of instruction has possessed the 

capacity to achieve the common 

achievement, trusting his child would 

acquire it. Joe speaks to basic trusts and 

desires of American culture, at last ready 

to accomplish material success. 25 

                                                           
24 Clurman, Harold.(1985:355) Lies Like Truth: 

Theatre Reviews and Essays. New York: 

Macmillan Press. 
25 Dilligham, William.(1967:211) Arthur Miller 

and the Loss of Conscience. New York: Viking 

Press 
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 Both plays are comparative and 

speak to a working out of Miller's 

speculations: normal men broadcasting 

their dignity by commitment to 

achievement "myths" and being thrown 

around the ethical request of the 

universe. Keller appears to comprehend 

toward the end, yet one questions that he 

is truly sufficiently smart to get a handle 

on the total truth; Willy Loman's psyche 

is now and again lopsided, a condition 

which without a doubt discredits the 

likelihood of persuading edification. 

CONCLUSION   

Accomplishing Your Dream 

Completing the "American Dream" is a 

disputable issue.  Death of a Salesman is 

not profoundly unique in the system; it 

in any case contains free-verse entries, a 

storyteller who talks straightforwardly to 

the gathering of people, incredible and 

implausible moves in time and a 

fundamental web of mental pathology. 

Miller gadgets are sufficiently customary 

to be effortlessly gotten a handle on by 

the normal group of onlookers, the basic 

American man. This dramatization 

exemplifies the heartbreaking prime 

examples and components of a disaster 

and Miller's primary accomplishment is 

cutting a realist character, a disastrous 

saint, setting him in a contemporary 

urban culture and building his play 

around the American Dream, he strikes 

profoundly the inner voices of the 

crowd. Miller guarantees that fullness, 

sufferings, obscurity, disappointment, 

cognizance and the battle for 

achievement are typified in the appalling 

feeling of life in any urban culture. 

 The examination towards All my 

sons show begins from the assumption 

or opinion of somebody who said that 

this dramatization remains for social 

monetary commentators. The social-

financial faultfinder in this show is 

intended to "American Dram" that 

assimilate the brain and state of mind of 

American individuals around then; 

before or after the common war amongst 

North and South America. Not just that , 

in the humanized period, and 

presumptions and opinion  of individuals 

had been produced. All my sons 

dramatization was the social monetary 

commentator as well as character 

faultfinder. The state of mind 

unmistakably showed up in Joe Keller 

character in All My sons dramatization,. 

All my sons show, was instructional 

dramatization and additionally social   

pundit monetary. To the conclusion, one 

might say that All My Sons is the play 

about acknowledgment of progress, 

blame and obligation over the span of 

material covetousness. Joe Keller, for 

the prosperity of his family perpetrates 

the wrongdoing of offering inadequate 

airplane parts, asserting existences of a 

few pilots. Joe Keller for the journey of 

material achievement passed by 

malevolent business morals and in the 

end lost his own child. Joe's for some 

time treasured wrong dreams neglect to 

accomplish humanistic qualities lastly 

paid the serious cost. Miller in the play 
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tries to accentuate the way that without 

compassionate qualities, the 

accomplishment of American Dream is 

useless. For Keller, the American Dream 

remains for giving extravagance and 

solace to family and taking note of is 

greater than that. Miller uncovered 

American Dream by appearing out break 

between the individual and the general 

public. It was borne in him amid the 

considerable despondency that the one is 

inseparably interwoven with the other. 

Miller tries to lecture that people must 

recognize and acclimate to their 

constraints as opposed to fanatically 

seek after self absorbed desire 
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